GUEST CREATOR SPOTLIGHT
BLOG OPPORTUNITY

The Copyright Alliance wants to feature creators like YOU on our website!

All you need to do is answer at least 5 of the 8 questions below. Then send the questions and your responses—along with a high-quality photo (preferably of you in action, doing creative work)—to cawebsite@copyrightalliance.org

QUESTIONS

1. What was the inspiration behind becoming a creator? What do you enjoy most about the creative process?
2. Can you talk through your creative process? How long does it take? Does everything you produce make money?
3. What do you think is the biggest misconception about your line of work?
4. When did you first become aware of copyright, and why?
5. Have you experienced copyright infringement and, if so, how has it affected you personally and financially?
6. What do you do when you encounter someone stealing something you’ve invested your intellect, time and money into?
7. What is the best piece of advice that you would give other creators in your field about copyright and how to protect themselves?
8. What is your biggest copyright-related challenge?
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